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Bedroom Stories is a collection of
electroacoustic pop stories about
love in all it’s dimensions and
forms, the naked heart wide open.
It is released in three parts,
each containing three songs, each
produced in collaboration with
other songwriters/artists. Part one
is about love towards him and was
released in December 2010. Part two
is about love towards her and was
released in September 2011. Part
three is about love towards oneself
and is released in January 2013.

A resonant and intriguing voice,
a corde lisse dancer balancing
between pop, electro, ambient and
jazz. Marie Glad is a Swedish
singer and songwriter. 2009 she
was recognised for her debut album
Rescue Me. Bedroom Stories is her
second album. Loverboy was played
on 40 radio stations across India
during December 2010/January 2011.
The video for Rescue Me was broadcast to over 15 million homes
in the US via the Strictly Global
Show. The reviews are promising.
”Her voice is as timeless and
beautiful as Joni Mitchell’s.”

1. Blow [3:16]
2. Arise [3:33]
3. Imagine skies [3:58]
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PART THREE
I open the window to my inner room.
The wind changes direction. BLOW
takes me through the eye of the
storm, underground passages and
illusions. In ARISE (feat. Duvestar)
my wings are put on fire. And as if
I have resurfaced again I wipe the
dust off my feet. I have landed on
the other side. ”In a dreamland not
far away”. I dance. The whole way
through IMAGINE SKIES. We dance. The
dance of one heart without shame.
The dance where we’re all the same.
The spiral of life unfolds itself.
”On and on, till I naked stand. On
and on, till I love myself”.

PRODUCTION
Bedroom Stories part three was
recorded during the Autumn of 2012
in the UK together with the Irish
musician Luke Slott and producer
Oisin Lunny. In Arise Marie Glad
features Duvestar, the composer
constallation of Oisin and Marie.
The sound is open but intimate,
deep, bright, and full of hope.
The sources of inspiration for
part three have been Kings of
Convenience, Sebastian Tellier,
Culture Club and Antony and
the Johnsons.

REVIEWS
”Marie’s indie-pop sound is
mellow and warm. Her uniqueness
is shown through her music,
honest songwriting.”
(Hidden mixed tape, US)
On Bedroom Stories Pt. 1 the
”Swedish singer Marie Glad
captures the essence of ’Broken
English’, Marianne Faithful’s
ground breaking 1979 album:
Icy cold synths and angular New
Wave topped off with well-worn
vocals.” ”Bedroom Stories Pt.2
continues the journey into the
mid-80’s of the icy romantic
imagery of bands like The
Cocteau Twins and This Mortal
Coil.” (Tuneraker, UK)

ELSEWHERE
marieglad.com
facebook.com/mariegladmusic
soundcloud.com/marieglad
duvestar.com
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